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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the design of an integrated malware 

collection and analysis framework for botnet tracking. In 

proposed framework we have used Honypots as malware 

capturing tool. The proposed system design is unique in the 

sense that the information regarding the configuration of 

honeypot on which malware sample has been captured is 

saved with malware sample in the malware data-base. This 

system configuration information saved with the malware 

sample is used at the time of dynamic malware analysis for 

creating malware execution environment. As an execution 

environment thus created is analogous to environment in 

which malware was captured therefore it generates true 

expected execution behavior leading to capturing of accurate 

execution traces. Further we have demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the proposed solution with the help of a 

prototype system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cyber attack trend has undergone a great shift from attacks 

targeting to disable big I.T infrastructures to those that target 

common people. Hence now a day cyber attacks are not just 

restricted to big IT infrastructures but also compromise 

computers located at homes, schools and government offices 

around the world [3]. The pool of such compromised 

machines are further used by the attackers to perform 

activities such as spamming, DDOS, information stealing etc 

[4].Such pools of compromised machines under the control of 

a single attacker are known as botnets.  

The compromised machines in these botnets are called 

„Bot‟[24]. As the compromised machines in a botnet are 

analogous to robots which are slaves controlled by a master, 

hence the term bot is used to refer these compromised 

machines. Similar to a robots these bot machines are 

controlled by a master system which is known as botmaster or 

command and control server [20][9][16].  

These command and control servers or the C&C server use 

internet as a medium to communicate with the bots. Using 

internet these C&C servers sends commands to their bots and 

receives information from them. One can estimate the impact 

of such botnet based attacks by the fact that a normal botnet 

may have number of bots computers ranging from few 

thousands to millions [23].  

Besides that all of the bots of a botnet may not be limited to a 

particular region or network and rather they are actually 

scattered throughout the internet. Hence in order to track 

threat posed by such geographically distributed infected 

machines one needs to collect and correlate data from 

multiple data sources [12]. In the approach followed by us we 

are using Distributed Honeynet system as a tool to collect, 

detect and track these botnets. Integrated malware collection 

and analysis framework proposed by us is based upon the 

Honeynet technologies. Honeypots are the information system 

resources whose value lies in being attacked and probed [33].  

Honeynet is a network of such Information system resources. 

These Honeynets play a critical role in defending against the 

new cyber attacks and threats by producing first hand and 

focused information regarding these attacks[1][2]. 

The integrated collection and analysis framework design 

proposed by us is based upon the idea of involving the 

contextual knowledge in the process of malware analysis. The 

work presented in this paper is based upon following premise: 

 For the detection and tracking of botnets one needs to 

collect and correlate data from multiple data sources 

located in different network environments. 

 The contextual information regarding the environment in 

which malware has been collected should be incorporated 

in the malware execution to enable dynamic malware 

analysis process. 

In the work presented in this paper we propose a Honeynet 

based collection and analysis framework for tracking IRC and 

HTTP botnets [10]. We have demonstrated the effectiveness 

of the proposed solution using a Distributed Honeynet 

prototype system. The results have shown that the proposed 

system is able to track real-world botnets with high accuracy. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Worldwide efforts have been made for the detection and early 

warning of possible cyber threats using various distributed 

monitoring systems. Being geographically distributed, these 

distributed monitoring systems widen the scope of monitoring 

and data collection. Various projects like 

mwcollect[30],lurree.com[29],Hive[17],Network 

telescope[26], Noha[31] and Honeynet consortium[32] have 

used the concept of distributed monitoring[25].  

These projects have adopted approaches like monitoring the 

unused IP space [26], large scale deployment of low 

interaction Honeypots [29], clusters of Honeypots known as 

Honeyform [27] or the networks of Honeypots that are 

Honeynets [11] for monitoring purposes. Even the data sets 

these projects collect form the monitoring resource varies; as 

some collects network traffic some firewall and IDS logs[28] 

and even the malware samples[17][30]. 

One common thing in all these projects is; they all collects 

malicious data and perform analysis on it for doing threat 

prediction.  

Among all these projects, lurre.com [7] has first time 

introduced the concept of enrichment of captured malicious 

data with contextual information regarding the observed data. 

They called this data meta-data [29] and use this data at the 

time of analysis. This concept is similar to ours idea of 

enrichment of the malware sample with the contextual 

information regarding the environment in which sample was 
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captured. We intend to use this information at the time of 

analysis to render better analysis results. The difference 

between our work and the work of luree.com is in the dataset. 

They use malicious traffic as dataset where as we are focused 

on the malware samples.  

In area of malware collection good work has been done in 

[20] where a toolkit is developed by Jianwei Zhuge et.al 

which they have named as Honeybow.  

This toolkit provides an automated solution for the capturing 

and collection of the autonomously spreading malwares. 

Although the toolkit is completely based upon high interaction 

Honeypots, the main strength of this toolkit is its capturing 

mechanism which incorporates varied range of capturing 

techniques.  

Another project HIVE [17] has taken a leap ahead and had 

developed an open source software based framework for 

collection and analysis of malware samples. The uniqueness 

of framework proposed by HIVE is its design which 

incorporates a combination of high interaction and low 

interaction honeypots. Although the approach proposed by 

HIVE is better in terms of system downtime and honeypot 

diversity but still the degree of dynamism offered in the 

honeypot configurations is limited [13][14]. 

In the work presented in this paper we have proposed an 

integrated system for malware collection and analysis which 

is very much similar to that of HIVE. The uniqueness that we 

have introduced is the incorporation of system configuration 

information on which the malware sample was been captured 

in the analysis process. 

 At the time of malware collection from honeypot we capture 

the system configuration information in terms of operating 

system, services running and software loaded on that 

Honeypot. We fuse this data with malware binary sample and 

convert it in to a relational database format. This information 

hence collected is used at the time of the dynamic malware 

analysis for the creation of execution environment. 

3. MALWARE COLLECTION 

FRAMEWORK 
To define the scope of malware collection we have 

categorized malwares in two categories [5][6]. 

 The one which requires external medium to propagate i.e. 

email worm, driven by download malwares etc. 

 Others which autonomously spread by first scanning the 

internet for available target and then compromising them 

by exploiting the system vulnerability.I.e code red, 

nimda, blaster, morris etc[6][18].  

 

Figure 1: Malware Types 

The collection framework developed by us addresses to the 

collection of second class of the malware samples those 

spread autonomously without the help of any external 

medium. As now viruses that infect using external medium 

pen drive, email worms, or driven by download type of 

malware attacks are not considered in current scope hence this 

characterization has helped in focusing the scope of 

collection. Malware class that is focused in current scope, first 

scans the internet using various scanning strategies, discovers 

online vulnerable machines, then exploits the vulnerability in 

those machines [19][5].The Distributed Honeynet system 

developed by us for capturing the autonomously spreading 

malware is structured on three tier architecture. As shown in 

the figure 2 

Layer1 incorporates Honeynet sensors which captures the 

malware samples and sends collected data to the central 

Distributed Honeynet server on a regular basis.  

Layer2 incorporates Distributed Honeynet server which 

performs activities such as registering new nodes, processing 

data sent by remote nodes, data fusion and converting the data 

in to a relational data base format.  

Integrated Botnet tracking System

INTERNET

Data Base

Analysis 

server 

Web server

Remote 

Honeynet

Central 

server

 

Figure 2: Three tier architecture 

 

Layer 3 consist the Database which acts as a data source for 

analysis engine. 
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The figure 3 shows the network diagram of Distributed 

Honeynet implementation. The prototype system has four 

nodes deployed in different ISPs. Each node consists of a 

combination of a low interaction and high interaction 

Honeypot. 

 

Figure 3 Network Diagram 

4. MALWARE ANALYSIS 

FRAMEWORK 
The malware binary collected from the Honeypots is fused 

with the data regarding the system configuration on which it is 

captured and then this fused data is converted in to the 

relational database format. Figure 4 shows an abstract picture 

of the malware database. The master table has malware 

sample, its MD5 hash and sourceHP as its attributes.  

The sourceHP field is a foreign key in master table which acts 

as a primary key in the table 2. Table 2 performs the mapping 

between the Honeypot and the system configuration that was 

loaded on it.  

 The details of the system configuration in terms of operating 

system, running services and installed software are stored in 

table 3. Similarly the collected malware samples with the 

related system configurations are saved in the central 

database. During the analysis phase this database is accessed 

and the meta data saved is used in the dynamic malware 

analysis process. 

We have integrated Honeysand[21] a sandbox environment 

developed by us for performing dynamic malware analysis. 

Honeysand is open source tools based sandbox environment 

which is specifically designed for bot detection and botnet 

tracking. Inputs to Honeysand module is the malware sample 

and the related configuration Information 

Database

Malware Database

M
D5

Binary Source
HP

Source HP ConfID

Confid OS SERVICE S/W

 

Figure 4 Malware Database 

The figure 5 shows an over view of the integrated malware 

analysis system. The malware fetcher module fetches the 

malware sample with the meta.This information is given as an 

input to the Honeysand system. Honeysand uses the system 

configuration information to generate an execution 

environment. Once the execution environment is ready 

Honeysand executes the malware sample in the execution 

environment and collects the network logs and the Native API 

call sequences. The API call sequences are used by the bot 

detection engine. The Bot detection engine is a module which 

uses the API call sequence mining technique used in [22] for 

the identification of the bot binaries. If a malware binary 

sample is labeled as the bot binary by the bot detection engine 

the botnet tracking engine searches its network traffic for 

botnet related command and  activities. Using this information 

Botnet tracking engine creates a network fingerprints for each 

bot binary sample. Such a fingerprint contains following 

attributes: 

 DNS information 

 C&C commands (IRC OR HTTP) 

 egg download source IP 

Using this network fingerprint the botnet tracking engine 

performs the clustering of the bot samples. Every unique 

cluster hence created represents a unique Botnet. 

 

Figure 5 Malware analysis framework 

Table 2 

Table 3 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The table 1 shows the count of the malware samples collected 

from the different nodes of the Distributed Honeynet system. 

These malwares are further processed as their MD5 hashes [8] 

are calculated. Based upon the MD5 hash it was observed that 

out of the malware samples shown in table 1 the malware 

sample shown in table 2 were the unique malwares samples 

collected. 

Table 1: Malware sample collected 

Distributed Honeynet 

Nodes 
Malware count 

Node 1 3709 

Node 2 741 

Node 3 2310 

Node 4 1502 

Further after performing dynamic malware analysis on the 

collected malware samples the classification results obtained 

are shown in table 3. 

Table 2: Unique Malware samples 

Distributed Honeynet 

Nodes 
Malware count 

Node 1 264 

Node 2 133 

Node 3 155 

Node 4 151 

Based upon our classification we have classified the malware 

samples in to Bot and Not Bot classes. The Not Bot class 

contains bot, worms, backdoors, Trojans and undetected 

malware samples. 

Table 3: Malware sample classification 

Node Bot Not Bot 

Node 1 95 169 

Node 2 31 93 

Node 3 54 101 

Node 4 71 80 

We have also performed an experiment to show the effect of 

incorporating the contextual information on the results of 

dynamic malware analysis. In this experiment we have first 

executed the 1200 binary samples in an sandbox environment 

without considering the system configuration on which they 

were been captured. Out of these 1200 malware samples only 

255 were successfully been executed and shown some system 

traces. In other case we executed the 91 malware samples in 

the Honeysand environment considering the system 

configuration on which they were been captured. Out of those 

91 malware sample 90 malware samples were been executed 

successfully and the one that wasn‟t executed was due to the 

virtualization detection. The results of the experiment are 

presented in table 4. 

Table 4 Malware execution results 

Sr.

No 

Binary 

Submitted 

Actual 

Binary 

Executed 

IRC 

C&C 

server 

HTTP 

infected 

source 

1 1200 255 22 60 

2 91 90 29 12 

Table 5 shows the results of the clustering performed by the 

botnet tracking engine the IP addresses of the C&C servers 

are sanitized 

Table 5 C&C server IP detected 

C&C 

SERVER 
BOTNAME 

Ty

pe 

60.x.x.100 

B354,B375,B356,B523,B56,B550,B

361,B522,B263,B586,B316,B283,B

394,B495,B534 

B575 

IR

C 

208.x.x.101 

B103,B104,B106,B108,B109,B139,

B147,B148,B197,B201,B141,B143,

B145,B202,B151,B152,B14,B19,B1

7, 

B1 

H

TT

P 

208.53.xx.101 

B100,B111,B112,B184,B115,B14,B

151,B152,B141, 

B143,B145,B1,B201,B202,B179,B1

7 

IR

C 

124.124.xx.42 

B543,b361,b33,b113,b138, 

b8 

IR

C 

208.53.xx.101 
B427,b498,b298,b550,b337,b557,b3

53,b551,b497,b121,b547 

H

TT

P 

 

Further table 6 shows the commands that were used by the 

corresponding C&C servers. 
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Table 6 Bot commands 

C&C Token Found 

60.x.x.100 PING,NICK,JOIN,USER,MODE 

208.x.x.101 HTTP/GET 

208.53.xx.101 PING,NICK,JOIN,USER,MODE 

124.124.xx.42 PING,NICK,JOIN,USER,MODE 

204.53.xx.10 HTTP/GET 

6. CONCLUSION 
In the work presented in this paper we have presented the 

design of an integrated framework for the collection and 

analysis of the malware samples for botnet tracking. In 

proposed framework we have introduced the idea of saving 

the system configuration on which the malware was captured 

with the malware sample in the database for using it in 

analysis process. This information is used at the time of 

dynamic malware analysis for the creation of an ideal 

execution environment. Further for giving a proof of concept 

we have created a prototype system of this integrated 

framework with four distributed nodes deployed in four 

different ISPs and integrated Honeysand an open source tools 

based sandbox environment as an analysis engine in this 

framework. The result generated using the above prototype 

system is presented in the paper and it has shown that 

considerable improvement in the detection and tracking of the 

botnets could be achieved using the proposed framework. 
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